The Tyrannical Apocalyptic Lawlessness of Modern Environmentalism

- Modern Environmentalists often blame the Judeo-Christian Worldview for separating Man from Nature.
- Environmentalism is a Totalitarian Movement because of its Emphasis upon Mutual Interdependence designed to “save” the Planet through All-Encompassing Holistic Solutions.
- Modern Environmentalism promotes Lawlessness through its Holistic Nature Based Ethos that reduces People down to the Brute Realm of Nature.
- Modern Environmentalism is an Apocalyptic Movement Designed to Scare People into Drastic Political Actions.
The Divinely Created Order in the Bible

- In Genesis, God originally made Man in His Image (Genesis 1:26-31).
- God made the World for Man to subdue & fill the Earth with Population – Dominion Mandate (Genesis 1:26-28).
- Man’s Original Responsibility was to Subdue the Earth by turning the Wilderness into a Garden using Eden as a Model with the Divine Institution of Marriage being the Primary Means by which this would be accomplished (Genesis 1-2).
- The Distinction between Nature & History was born in Genesis 2-3 with Matrimony being at the very Heart of the Issue.
- Man was never expected to rule over other Men, but to rule over Nature – not commune with it.
God uses Fallen Nature to Discipline Rebellious Man

- With the Fall of Nature comes Death – Both Spiritual & Physical (Gen 2-3; Rom 5:12-14).
- Bloody Sacrificial Animals are required to cover Man’s Sin (Gen 3:21).
- The Sacrifice of Nature is introduced as a Means of Living and/or Survival (Leviticus; Prov 14:4).
- Yet the very Soil Man is made of has been cursed by God so that the Ground produces Disciplinary Thorns & Thistles that eventually reaps Physical Death (Gen 3:17-19).
- The Dominion Mandate is still required of God, but because of Sin & Death, Man cannot properly carry it out (Psalm 8; Hebrews 2:5-10).
- Man is now subject to a Meaningless Fallen World of Blood, Sweat & Tears & Marital Domestic Conflict & Death that prevents Nature from being subdued.
- In Genesis 6-8, God used the Great Flood – a Natural Catastrophe – to destroy the Extreme Evil of Noah’s Day (Gen 6-8; 2 Pet 3:3-6).
- In Israel’s Divided Kingdom, God often used Drought & other Natural Disasters to discipline them for their Baalism & Nature Worship (Hosea 4:1-3; Joel 1:1-5).
- Environmental Pollution in the Old Testament was a Reflection of False Profane Prophesying & its Corrupting Influences on Society (Jer 16:18; 23:14-22).
- Solomon teaches that Compromise with wickedness is akin to Environmental Pollution (Prov 25:26).
- In the Book of Romans, Nature is a Divine Revelation of God that Judges the Gentiles just like the Mosaic Law Judges Israel for her Sins (Rom 1:18-32).
- Today, the Environmental Movement, rooted in Pantheistic Paganism, is One of the Ways in which God uses Nature to judge an Evil Humanity much like Israel was judged for her Baalism and Canaanite Nature Worship in the Old Testament.
- The Environmental Movement is at the Heart of our Modern Culture of Death as it virtually penalizes Men for just being Alive.
- The Environmental Movement is in the Process of putting the Previous Capitalist /Marxist Industrial Progress of Man into Check-Mate.
- In its Earthly Existentialism, Environmentalism values Biology & Instinct & Willpower over the Judeo-Christian Worldview & its Ethics so that even Death is valued as a Means of Nourishment & Balanced Health.
- In the Book of Revelation, the Destruction of Nature is used to Judge the Great Evils of Apocalyptic Mankind (2 Peter 3:7; Rev 6-19).
Environmentalism Accuses the Judeo-Christian Worldview as being “Anthropocentric”

- Anthropocentrism literally means “Man-Centered.”
- Medieval Scholar & Environmentalist Lynn White Jr. complained in 1967, “Especially in its western form, Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion the world has seen.”
- In other words, according to the Greens, Christians are too Humanistic.
- While Christians rightfully criticize the Humanistic Atheism of Men like Karl Marx & Aldous Huxley & John Dewey – Greens criticize Jews & Christians for being too Humanistic.
- This is Evidence as to how Radical & Dangerous the Environmental Movement truly is.
- Environmentalism is not made up of Sissy Hippies – but is a very Militant Movement in spite of its so-called Mother Nature Emphasis.
The Dominion Mandate was not Rescinded by the Fall of Mankind

- The Dominion Mandate was Compromised by Sin & Death, but remains in Effect (Gen 4: 9:1-7; Psalm 8).
- Through Sin & Death, Satan has Dominion over the Earth, but only through the Agency of Man (Eph 2:1-3; Heb 2:14-15; Isa 14:4-20; Ezk 28:1-19).
- Genesis 4 Records the Quick Rise of Civilization after Adam & Eve.
- After the Great Flood Noah was Commanded to fill the Earth with Population (Gen 9:1-3) – Animals now are Fearful.
- Genesis 10-11 Records the Quick Rise of Civilization after the Great Flood that culminated in the Tower of Babel.
- Joshua’s Conquest of the Promised Land was the First Step toward recovering Godly Dominion over the Earth.
- Israel’s Failure under the Mosaic Law pushed off the Fulfillment of the Genesis Mandate until the Coming of Messiah (Psalm 95; Heb 4:1-11).
- Only the Messianic Kingdom can fulfill the Genesis Mandate (Isaiah 11:1-10; Heb 2:5-18; 1 Cor 15:20-28).
- Eden will be replaced with the New Jerusalem (Rev 21-22).
Medieval Scientists Presumed God Created a Rational World Ruled by Rational Laws that Were Intelligently Designed

Alfred Whitehead (1861-1947) said, “Faith in the possibility of science is an unconscious derivative from medieval theology.”

Ernst Mach (1838-1916) said, “Every unbiased mind must admit that the age in which the chief development of the science of mechanics took place was an age of predominantly theological cast.”
Plato (424-347 BC), Aristotle’s Teacher, criticized the Idea of Verification by Experimentation. Aristotle separated θεωρία from Practical Purposes, and saw it as an End in itself – the Highest Activity of Man. To the Greek Mind, Theoria, or Knowledge, emphasized Contemplation.

Erasmus (1466-1536) was a Catholic Christian humanist. He said the ancient Greeks had “too much piety to search out with a profane curiosity the secrets of nature. To investigate the dimensions, motions, influences of the stars, or even searching for the hidden causes of things – this is sacrilege.”
In Great Contrast – Christian Scientist Francis Bacon (1561-1626) asserted, “Knowledge is Power.”
Sir Francis Bacon
1561 - 1626

"Many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased."
Daniel 12:4

Philosophy of Science

- Credited for formulating the “scientific method”
  - Induction
  - Experimentation
  - Interpretation of data
- Strongly opposed deduction from authority
- "Knowledge is power"; influenced the scientific revolution to follow

Bacon is not noted for having an admirable personal character, but his rich and profound writings touched many aspects of human experience and charted the path for modern science.

“A little philosophy inclineth man’s mind to atheism, but depth of philosophy bringeth a man’s mind about to religion.”

“There are two books laid before us to study, to prevent our falling into error: first, the volume of the Scriptures, which reveal the will of God; then the volume of the Creatures, which express His power."

— Sir Francis Bacon
Medieval Natural Theology was Converted into Naturalism During the Age of Deism in the 1700’s

Naturalism was Born during the Age of Reason as the Natural Laws of Nature derived from Natural Theology were virtually Deified under Deism – which means all Supernatural Miracles of Divine Intervention are now Impossible.
Without God - the Enlightenment Bred more Political Discontent than Happiness

**Individualism** 1689/90 Locke

- **Reason** 1620 Bacon 1641 Descartes 1690 Locke
- **Science** 1666/75 Newton, Leibniz 1687 Newton

**Liberalism** 1688 England 1776 United States 1789 France

- **Freedom***

**Capitalism** 1776 Adam Smith

- **Wealth**

**Engineering** 1750- Industrial Revolution 1769 James Watt

- **Material goods**

**Medicine** 1796 Jenner 1789 Lavoisier

- **Health**

**Happiness**

**Progress**

* 1764 Beccaria, *On Crimes and Punishment*
1780s: Last witches legally burned in Europe
1784 American Society for Abolition of Slavery
1787 British Society for Abolition of Slave Trade
1788 French Société des Amis des Noirs
1792 Wollestonecraft, *Vindication of the Rights of Women*

Stephen Hicks, 2002
Christianity’s & the Enlightenment’s Demystification of Nature led to an Environmental Backlash

- Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) from Germany began the Counter Enlightenment by stressing the Natural Limits of Reason (sustainable reason) – which opened the Door for Mysticism to flourish, together with German Natural Theology that attacked the Historicity of the Bible.
- The Industrial Revolution of the Mechanistic Sciences led to Pollution, Dirty Cities & to an Alienation from the Natural World.
- The Romantic Movement in Germany re-mystified Nature (while Communism & Socialism mystified Politics with Eschatological Progressive Hubris).
- Romanticism invaded Deism’s Naturalism & replaced it with Existentialism & Pantheism.
- In Romanticism, True Empiricism was Replaced with Existentialism – Nature looking into Nature.
- In Romanticism & Existentialism – Natural Impulses, Instincts & Feelings are considered more important than Reason or Rational Thought.
- The Disconnect between Classic Empiricism & Green Science is Very Real.
- Today we have Darwinism as a Naturalistic Foundation & Environmentalism as its Spiritual Ethic which is often both Existential and/or Pantheistic.
- Darwin borrowed much from the German Romantic Wells of Goethe & Humboldt.
- Darwinism attempted to fuse Romanticism with Naturalism in Modern Science – which has since led to what we Today call Environmentalism – Ernst Haeckel of Germany was at the Forefront of the this Conversion in the late 1800’s.
Deistic Naturalism Led to Lyell’s Uniformitarianism

- Since there were no Abrupt, Miraculous Interventions in History or in Nature, the Constancy of Scientific Natural Laws must explain Everything.
- The Constancy of Natural Laws invariably leads to Gradual or Uniformitarian Changes in the Natural World.
- Slow, Gradual Change according to Nature’s Laws invariably led to the various Doctrines of Evolutionism in Geology, Culture, Religion, Biology, History, Nature, & then finally even Psychology.
- Darwin borrowed much from Lyell’s Geology.
- Gradual Evolution has become a Total Answer to Everything – hence it is a Form of Totalitarianism.
Uniformitarianism has Great Environmental Consequences

• If Nature evolves slowly, then all of Man’s Rapid Changes in the Environment become Ominously Dangerous.

• Man upsets the Evolutionary ‘Balance’ of Nature that allows Organisms to adjust slowly to Change.

• Under Christianity & the Enlightenment – Modern Man evolved & progressed too quickly.

• This Progressive Evolution is unsustainable for the Planet’s Environment.

- “The medieval monk was an intellectual ancestor of the scientist.”
- “Before the 11th century, science scarcely existed in the Latin West, even in Roman times. From the 11th century onward, the scientific sector of Occidental (western Christian) culture has increased in a steady crescendo.”
- “By the end of the 15th century the technological superiority of Europe was such that its small, mutually hostile nations could spill out over the rest of the world, conquering, looting, and colonizing. The symbol of this technological superiority is the fact that Portugal, one of the weakest states of the Occident (Christian West), was able to become, and to remain for a century, mistress of the East Indies.”
- “Christianity, in absolute contrast to ancient paganism and Asia’s religions, not only established a dualism of man and nature, but also insisted that it is God’s will that man exploit nature for his proper ends. By destroying pagan animism, Christianity made it possible to exploit nature in a mood of indifference to the feelings of natural objects.”
- “But, as we now recognize, somewhat over a century ago science and technology – hitherto quite separate activities – joined to give mankind powers which, to judge by many of the ecologic effects, are out of control. If so, Christianity bears a huge burden of guilt. The newly elected governor of California, like myself a churchman but less troubled than I, spoke for the Christian tradition when he said ‘when you have seen one redwood tree, you’ve seen them all.’”
Nature Cannot Survive Christianity, Anthropocentrism & Capitalistic Industry

The Balance of Nature

We just don’t get it, do we.
Pollution/Death in Nature

- Increasing Population
  - Expanding Economic Activities
    - Economic Growth
    - Growing Affluence
  - Resource Consumption
  - Increase in Agricultural Production
    - Deforestation
    - Use of Fossil Fuels
    - Increasing Human Flows
  - Farmland Degradation
  - Farmland Deterioration
  - Groundwater Depletion
    - Reduction of Forests
    - Global Warming
    - Increase in Natural Disasters
  - Food Crisis
  - Air Pollution
    - Use of Chemicals
    - Discharge of Environmental Pollutants and Waste
    - CFC Emissions
    - Emission and Accumulation of Chemical Pollutants
    - Ocean Pollution
    - Transboundary Pollution
  - Ozone Layer Destruction
    - Increase in UV Radiation
  - Acid Deposition
    - Disruption of Ecosystems
    - Crisis of Human Survival
    - Health Damage
  - Soil Degradation and Desertification
    - Increase in Natural Disasters
    - Rising Sea Levels
Environmentalism is the Answer to Man’s Recent Meteoritic Trajectory over the Natural World

- Environmentalism has a Healthy & Holistic Worldview.
- Environmentalism values Giving Rights to Ecosystems in order to protect them.
- Environmental Holism & Ethics will Save Planet Earth from Man’s Apocalyptic Destruction of it.
Environmental Holism Subverts God’s Divinely Created Ordered

• In Holism, the Environment becomes King over Man and even over the God of the Bible.
• Under the Authority of Environmental Holism, Man is not permitted to rise above the Circle of Life – there is no Apocalypse.
• Environmental Holism is a Form of Collectivism that goes beyond Humanism, Socialism, and Communism because it includes Nature as well.
Environmental Holism is a Totalitarian Worldview that emphasizes Mutual Interdependence

- Holism comes from the Greek word ὅλος which means “all, entire, or total,” – hence Totalitarian.
- Holism is the Idea that all the Properties of a given System, whether Physical, Biological, Chemical, Social, Economic, Mental, Linguistic, etc., cannot be determined or explained by its Component Parts alone – hence Syncretistic.
- Holism asserts the System as a Whole determines in an important Way how the Parts behave.
- In his Metaphysics, Aristotle defined Holism as, "The whole is more than the sum of its parts."
- The Holistic Roots of Modern Environmentalism is to be found in the German Romanticism of the late 1700’s and early 1800’s stemming from Goethe (1749-1832) and Humboldt (1769-1859).
- Environmentalist John Muir (1838-1914) later wrote, “When we try to pick out anything by itself we find it hitched to everything else in the Universe.”
Modern Environmentalism is a Form of Fascism

- Fascism means Holism as it attempts to undercut Judeo-Christian Dualism that separates Man from Nature.
- The Father of German Social Darwinism, Ernst Haeckel coined the term Ecology in 1866.
- Social Darwinism was originally called Monism by Ernst Haeckel & his Followers.
- German Monism or Social Darwinism was a Romantic-Pantheistic-Holistic View of Man & Nature that attempted to explain Everything from within the Context of Nature alone – including the Evolutionary Distinctions of the Different Races – without any Reference to a Transcendental Deity or Sacred Text.
- Protestant Blessing in the West was replaced with Evolutionary Racism as a ‘Scientific’ Explanation.
- Ernst Haeckel’s Biological and/or Ecological Monism Laid the Groundwork for National Socialism and Modern Environmentalism.
- Haeckel deeply criticized the Anthropocentrism of Christianity.
- Racist Environmental Fascism of Yesteryear has been replaced with Deep Ecological Anti-Humanism.
- Classic Marxism emphasizes Humanism & Industrial Progress – whereas Fascism emphasizes Nature & Eugenics.
- Modern Marxism & Socialism have merged with Post Modernism & Sustainable Development – most of which is rooted in German Existentialism.
The Father of Deep Ecology Aldo Leopold (1887-1948) Visited Nazi Germany in 1935

- While sitting in his Hotel Room in Berlin, Leopold wrote about the need for Interdisciplinary Thinking when it came to Ecology.
- Leopold wanted to do away with the Fragmentation of Knowledge fostered by Western Thought that had artificially separated History, Economic Studies, and the Social Sciences from Ecology.
- Leopold looked forward to the day when these Course Disciplines could be fused together – which is a Fascist View of Education.
- Leopold praised the New Green Direction Nazi Germany was implementing.
- In his Famous Sand County Almanac written in 1947, he criticized Americans for their ‘Abrahamic’ Concept of the Land.
Leopold’s Deep Ecology

- Aldo Leopold’s Complete Conversion to Deep Ecology occurred after his Visit to Nazi Germany in 1935.
- Up until the early 1930’s, Leopold was a Classic Conservationist like Gifford Pinchot & Teddy Roosevelt.
- Leopold Dragged home the “Never Cry Wolf Cult” from Nazi Germany as the Third Reich was the first Country in the World that protected Wolves.
- Realizing Germany no longer had any Wilderness Left, he began a Deep Ecological Campaign to Protect more and more Wilderness Areas beyond the Confines of National Parks.
- His Deep Ecological Legacy he left America with in his Famous *Sand County Almanac* was to “Think like a Mountain,” which stood in Sharp Contrast to what he called the Abrahamic Concept of the Land.
- Deep Ecology is a Form of Environmental Existentialism.
- Giving the Same Rights to Ecosystems and Animals on Par with Human Beings is the Hallmark of Deep Ecological Thought as Nature is valued more than Man.
- Nature does not Exist to serve Humans.
Deep Ecology is a Contemporary Ecological and Environmental Philosophy characterized by its Advocacy of the Inherent Worth of Living Beings regardless of their Instrumental Utility to Human Needs, and Advocacy for a Radical Restructuring of Modern Human Societies in accordance with such Ideas.

Deep Ecology argues the Natural World is a Subtle Balance of Complex Inter-relationships in which the Existence of Organisms is dependent on the Existence of Others within Ecosystems. Human Interference with or Destruction of the Natural World poses a Threat therefore not only to Humans but to all Organisms constituting the Natural Order. Deep Ecology's Core Principle is the Belief that the Living Environment as a Whole should be respected and regarded as having certain Inalienable Legal Rights to live and flourish, Independent of its Utilitarian Instrumental Benefits for Human Use.
After World War II Environmentalism Became a Global Movement

- Aldo Leopold’s Deep Ecology has Increasingly Replaced the Classic Roosevelt-Pinchot Conservationism rooted in the Judeo-Christian Tradition.
- Austrian Nazi Guenther Schwab’s “Dance with the Devil” (1958) prefaced the Entire Environmental Litany of the Modern Age – including Global Warming.
- Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring” ignited North American Environmentalism in the 1960’s.
- Charles Lindbergh played a Critical Role in Developing the Fledgling Environmental Movement into a Global Network in the late 1960’s.
- The Super Elitist Environmental Think Tank Club of Rome was established in 1968 emphasizing Malthusian Math.
- The Peak Oil Theory was heavily promoted throughout the 1960’s & 70’s – which Fracking & Gassified Coal has since shown to be a False Doctrine.
- Throughout the 1970’s Former Austrian Nazi Kurt Waldheim developed the United Nations Environmental Programs (UNEP) into an Influential Worldwide Movement as the UN’s Secretary General.
- The German Green Party was essentially founded by Former Nazis in 1979.
- The German Geo-Physical Society began the Global Warming Crusade in 1986.
- In 1987, the EPA began Cleaning up Non-Point Source Pollution – as Opposed to Direct Discharge Point Source Pollution – which has set up a Totalitarian Trap in which Everything one does on his Land is potentially under Suspicion & can potentially be prosecuted or litigated.
- In 1988, the IPCC was set up by the UN to stabilize dangerous Anthropogenic Greenhouse Gases interfering with the Climate.
- The Sustainable Development Agenda has seemingly Replaced Communism & the older Socialisms of Europe since the early 1990’s as the Wrecking Ball of Free Market Capitalism in the West.
The Club of Rome

- It is the most Powerful Environmental Think Tank in the World.
- It is comprised of Major Political Leaders & UN Bureaucrats & Green Leaders & Economists & Scientists from all over the Globe.
- It published “Limits to Growth” in 1972 which is the Biggest Environmental Best-Seller of All-Time (Republished 2004).
- Permeated with Malthusian Math, the Club of Rome sees Limits to Growth as Modern Man’s Primary Predicament which it calls the World Problematique.
- It is extremely Well Funded by Many Major Financiers, Banks & Important Financial Groups.
- The Club of Rome has stated, “The Earth has a Cancer, and the Cancer is Man.”
- It strongly pushes for Holistic Long Term Solutions to the World’s Problems by Rationing Natural Resources through Sustainable Development, “Now is the Time to draw up a Master Plan for Organic, Sustainable Growth and World Development based on Allocation of Scarce Resources & a New Global Economic System.”

“...If the present growth trends in world population, industrialization, pollution, food production, and resource depletion continue unchanged, the limits to growth on this planet will be reached sometime within the next one hundred years.”

-The Club of Rome, The Limits of Growth (1972)
Club of Rome’s State of the World
The Club of Rome’s Malthusian Math Problematique

- Thomas Malthus (1766-1834) was a Clergyman & Doomsday Merchant who tried to challenge the Enlightened Perfectibility of Man in his Era by stressing the Limits of Natural Resources.
- While Kant limited Reason – Malthus limited Natural Resources.
- He warned against Overpopulation outstripping the Natural Resources of the Land so that People will end up starving.
- Malthus believed the Progress of the Enlightenment will eventually be shattered by the Limits of Nature.
- He advocated Birth Control & Economic Protectionism.
- His Math has been adopted by Darwinists, Eugenicists & Environmentalists Alike.
- Hitler’s Mein Kampf & Lebensraum Doctrine Seethes with Malthusian Math.
- Peak Oil Theory is rooted in Malthusian Math as are many other such Environmental Concerns and/or Predictions.
- Malthusian Math has been disproven over & over again ever since he originally predicted it.
- The World Today has more Food, Oil & Natural Resources than it has ever had in spite of its Great Population Increase since 1800 (See Bjorn Lomborg’s The Skeptical Environmentalist).
- While there are Limits in a Finite World – especially in a Fallen World – Malthus greatly restricted those Limits.
Club of Rome's World Problematique
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80% of World "poor"
In the 1970’s the Club of Rome Wanted to Divide the Planet into 10 Bioregions
Sustainable Development Requires Fascist Self-Sufficiency to Stop the Nightmare of Global Capitalism

- Environmental Sustainability was first put into Practice as State Policy in Nazi Germany.
- Environmental Sustainability was closely associated with Nazi Germany’s Economic Protectionist Policy called Autarky – that aimed at Economic Self-Sufficiency in contrast to the alleged Judaized Cabal of International Markets.
- In World War II, the Nazi Occupied Eastern Territories were filled with Environmental Sustainability Plans for Poland, Ukraine, & Western Russia.
- After the War, Nazi Spatial Planning was replaced with a Blander Form of Green Sustainable Socialism – yet it was still rooted in the German Lebensraum Tradition.
- In Environmental Circles Today, Lebensraum is called Bioregionalism which redraws Borders according to Environmental and/or Indigenous Conditions.
- Bioregionalism is an Area that shares Similar Human Culture, Topography, Plant & Animal life.
- In Bioregionalism, Racism has been replaced with the Indigenous Principle.
- Ideally – Bioregions are Places that should be Self-Sufficient in Terms of Food, Products & Services in order to bring about a Sustainable Impact on the Environment.
- By keeping the Economy Local and/or Tribal, the Environment will be less disrupted by the Chaos of Foreign International Markets.
- Multicultural Indigenous Practices are more Environmentally Sensitive than the American Melting Pot where Cultures disappear into Formless Capitalism based on Dollars rather than Sustainability.
Below the "water-line" of the Sustainability Iceberg

- What you see
  - Green Everything
  - Effect: Marketable Window Dressing

- Their Premises (excuses)
  - Catastrophic Global Warming & Sea Level Rise
  - Social Justice Demands
  - Environment; Economy Social Equity
  - Government Control: Production & Consumption
  - Effect: Collective trumps the Individual
  - Effect: Arrest capitalism & freedom

- Their A21 "Sustainable" values
  - Effect: Create Fear
Agenda 21

Agenda 21 is a comprehensive plan of action to be taken globally, nationally and locally by organizations of the United Nations System, Governments, and Major Groups in every area in which human impacts on the environment.

Agenda 21, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, and the Statement of principles for the Sustainable Management of Forests were adopted by more than 178 Governments at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 3 to 14 June 1992.

The Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) was created in December 1992 to ensure effective follow-up of UNCED, to monitor and report on implementation of the agreements at the local, national, regional and international levels. It was agreed that a five year review of Earth Summit progress would be made in 1997 by the United Nations General Assembly meeting in special session.

The full implementation of Agenda 21, the Programme for Further Implementation of Agenda 21 and the Commitments to the Rio principles, were strongly reaffirmed at the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) held in Johannesburg, South Africa from 26 August to 4 September 2002.
Agenda 21 & Sustainable Development

- Agenda 21 is designed to make the Entire World adopt Sustainable Development Programs from the UN itself down to the Local Regions where People Live.
- Agenda 21 wants to place People into Cities to help facilitate the Re-Wilding of the Earth & to Increase its Biodiversity for the Overall Health of the Planet.
- Yet Agenda 21 is a “Non-Binding Voluntary Agreement” that has wiggled its way into many Local & Regional Planning Departments.
- Although Agenda 21 can be defeated at the Local Level, it is designed to patiently bring in a UN Promoted Green Tyranny into your Local Neighborhood.
The Circle of Life in Agenda 21

Steps of a local Agenda 21:
1. Define strategic themes
2. Make the shared diagnosis
3. Make an action plan
4. Apply the action plan
5. Encourage the process
6. Organize the running
7. Train and rally teams
8. Increase partners and citizens
9. Organize the concertation
Maurice Strong – Canadian Oil Tycoon & Club of Rome Member

- He was the Secretary General of UNEP in the 1970’s working under Kurt Waldheim.
- He excused Himself from the UN after he was found to be involved in the UN Iraqi Oil for Food Scandal.
- As an Environmental Elitist, Strong wants to curtail what He calls the Excesses of the Middle Class, “Current lifestyles & consumption patterns of the affluent middle class – involving high meat intake, use of fossil fuels, appliances, home & workplace air conditioning & suburban housing – are not sustainable. A shift is necessary which will require a vast strengthening of the multi-lateral system, including the United Nations.”
- He once stated, “Isn’t the only hope for the planet that the industrialized civilizations collapse? Isn’t it our duty to bring that about?”
Mikhail Gorbachev’s Green Cross

- In the 1980’s, he tried to implement Green Reforms into the Soviet Union, especially after the Destruction of the Aral Sea & then finally Chernobyl.
- Gorbachev began a De-industrialization Program to curb the Effects of Pollution that curtailed the Soviet Union’s Industrial Economy.
- He describes Perestroika as an Openness to Environmental Debate & Reform.
- He – along with a growing Number of Russian Scientists – understood the Cold War led to many Pollution Problems because of Nuclear & Chemical Weapons & their Waste.
- Thanks to Marxian Industrial Ideology – Communism had little concern for Environmental Protection as it competed against the Industrial Capitalism of the USA.
- Russia had become extremely polluted with Several Major Environmental Disasters.
- In the 1970’s, the Communists even had a Cockamamie Plan to steer Russian Rivers South – a Plan which Gorbachev helped to stop.
- As he increasingly tried to Green-Up the Soviet Union, it collapsed leading Many Nations of the USSR in much Poverty.
- He denies that Stalin’s Authoritarianism was a Form of Socialism.
- Gorbachev is a Club of Rome Member.
- He said, “Nature is my god,” which demonstrates his Conversion from Soviet Atheism to Environmental Pantheism and/or Fascism.
- Gorbachev often quotes Kant in his Speeches.
- His Green Cross International is at the Heart of the Global Environmental Movement.
Pantheism Means that god is Everything & Man is Strictly a Part of Nature – NOT above it
Pantheism Intensifies Holistic Environmental Totalitarianism

- Pantheism teaches that god is Nature or is Everything.
- Pantheism requires Nature Worship.
- Pantheism purposefully confuses god & man with Nature.
- If god is Nature, then Man cannot tinker with it without committing Sacrilege.
- Pantheism thus adds further Religious Totalitarian Restrictions on top of Environmental Holism.
- New Age Mysticism has infiltrated Modern Western Thinking through a Pantheistic View of Nature.
- Mysticism compounds the Totalitarian Instincts further so that Proper Reason cannot be used to Reverse Course.
Dr. James Lovelock & Gaian Totalitarian Scientism

- Dr. James Lovelock (1919) is a Scientist, Environmentalist & Futurist.
- Lovelock is Famous for postulating the Gaia Hypothesis, which asserts the Earth & the Biosphere is a Superorganism that keeps Itself Healthy by Self-Regulating the Interconnections of the Chemical & Physical Environment.
- His First Book on Gaia (1979) was roundly criticized by Evolutionists because of its Semi-Pantheistic Teleology.
- Lovelock Moderated his Pantheism by postulating a Non-Teleological Daisy Theory that posits the Earth’s Self-Regulation is Part of the Evolutionary Process as the Interrelationship between Plants & the Atmosphere creates a Self-Evolving Planetary Organism of Great Diversity.
- In Ages of Gaia, Lovelock wrote, “Unless organisms occupy their planet extensively and evolve with it as a single system, the conditions of their tenancy is not met.”
- Lovelock essentially teaches an Evolutionary Form of Natural Collectivism, “(Natural Evolutionary) Life is social. It exists in communities and collectives.”
- As such, Lovelock believes the “evolution of the species and the evolution of their environment are tightly coupled together as a single & inseparable process.”
- Lovelock undergirds his Semi-Pantheism with Scientism that adds another layer of Totalitarian Impulses to the Environmental Movement, “Gaia theory is as out of tune with the broader humanist world as it is with established science. In Gaia we are just another species, neither its owners nor the stewards of this planet. Our future depends much more upon a right relationship with Gaia than with the never-ending drama of interest.”
- Through his Gaia theory, Lovelock stresses, “I now see the system of the material earth and the living organisms on it, evolving so that self-regulation is an emergent property.”
Gaia is the Ancient Greek Goddess of the Earth that the New Age has Revived.

Gaia is named after the Greek goddess who drew Life out of Chaos.

Gaia was the Personified goddess of the Earth.

Gaia was considered the Mother of all Life – including the Mother of all gods & Titans.

Gaia is characterized as a Rebellious & Adulterous goddess – the Heavenly gods were descended from Her Union with Ouranos (the sky) & the Sea-gods from her Union with Pontos (the sea) & the Gigantes from her mating with Tartaros (the hell-pit) & even Mortal Creatures were allegedly born from Her.

How is Gaia as Mother Earth related to the Apocalyptic Whore of Revelation 17 who rides the Beast?

In the Greek Pantheon, gods & goddesses personified as Earth, Night, Blame, Fate, Death, Sleep, etc, gave birth to the more personal gods like Zeus, Poseidon, Aphrodite, etc.

Originally without a Mate, Gaia gave birth from Chaos to the Sea, Sky & Mountains.

Revelation 17:7-9 says the Whore sits on 7 Mountains – who are 7 Heads and/or Kings.

The Earth Dwellers of Revelation call for the Mountains to protect them from the Wrath of God (Revelation 6:16).
Tyranny & Nature Worship are Common Biblical Themes

- Babylonian Nature Worship of the Stars & Trees began under Nimrod’s Tyrannical Leadership (Hislop).
- God delivered Israel from the House of Slavery in Egypt as God judged all of their False Nature gods (Exodus 12:12).
- During the Times of the Judges, Israel worshiped Baal & the Asherah Pole (Judges 9).
- Baal was the Storm & Fertility god worshipped by the Canaanites – which mushroomed during the Days of Elijah (1 Kings 16-21).
- The Northern Kingdom under Ahab & Jezebel was an Oppressive Time of Global Warming & Eco-Tyranny under the Nature Worship of Baal (1 Kings 16:30-17:3; 18:1-5; 19:1-9; 21:1-16).
Nature Worship Tyranny was Immoral & Subversive & Idolatrous

- Thanks to Jezbel’s Baalistic Despotic Influences, Ahab stole Naboth’s Vineyard from him & had him murdered (1 Kings 21:1-19).
- Isaiah speaks of Israel’s Lack of Spiritual Leadership while the Nation worshiped Trees & Mountains & offered Child Sacrifices to Baal (Isa 57:1-8).
- Jeremiah compares Israel’s Nature Worship to Adultery & her Idols of Stones & Rocks to Sexual Toys (Jeremiah 2:20; 3:9).
- Both the Babylonian & Roman Empires were Tyrannical & very Immoral (Daniel 3-4; Habakkuk 1; Romans 1:18-32).
Modern Environmental Ethics Subversively Undermines God’s Laws

- Freedom Under the Rule of Law is assumed in the Old Testament (Exodus; Deuteronomy).
- Thorns & Thistles result from farming as Pollution is also a Natural By-Product of Making Wealth (Gen 3:17-19; Prov 14:4).
- In Ancient Israel, the Natural World was to be farmed & mined for Human Development (Deut 8:1-20).
- Jewish Agricultural & Financial Blessing was based on disciplined Obedience to God (Deut 28; Proverbs).
- Private Property is to be protected by Redemption Rights (Lev 25:23-34; Prov 23:10-11; Deut 23:24-25).
- In Ancient Israel, Private Property in Town was more Free than in the Countryside (Lev 25:29-34).
- The Mosaic Economy extolled the Virtues of Small Business (Proverbs 31:10-31).
- Making Wealth provides Opportunity for Generosity (Eccl 11:2; Prov 31:20).
- Credit Economy & Debt was frowned upon (Lev 25:1-22; 35-38; Deut 23:19-23).
- Biblical Wisdom is better than Riches (Prov 20:15; 23:4-5).
- Being Generous to the Poor was not Government Welfare – but was expected of Private Individuals – Poor People had to work (Ex 23:3; Lev 19:10; 23:22; Isa 58:7-12).
- In a Fallen World, Poverty is an Unfortunate Fact of Life (Deut 15:1-11; John 12:8).
Green Environmental Ethics is Rooted in its Holistic Totalitarianism
Anthropocentrism is Viewed as Environmentally Selfish – but Eco-Centrism is Moral, Collectivist, Holistic & Good
Modern Greens Believe Anthropocentrism has Led to the Immoral Destruction of Nature

EGO VS. ECO

WE THE PEOPLE VS. WE ARE ONE
Environmental Legalism – Earth Charter Initiative

• While Environmentalism is already overloaded with Lawyers together with Expensive & Untold Numbers of Rules & Regulations, its Religious Underpinnings promises a Green Legalism for Years to come.

• The Earth Charter is a Declaration of Fundamental Ethical Principles for building a Just, Sustainable & Peaceful Global Society in the 21st Century.

• It seeks to inspire in all People a New Sense of Global Interdependence & Shared Responsibility for the Well-Being of the Whole Human Family, the Greater Community of Life & Future Generations.

• It is a Vision of Hope & a call to Action.

• It is concerned with the Transition to Sustainable Ways of Living & Sustainable Human Development.

• Ecological Integrity is One of its Major Themes.

• It also recognizes the Goals of Ecological Protection, the Eradication of Poverty, Equitable Economic Development, Respect for Human Rights, Democracy & Peace are Interdependent & Indivisible.

• It provides a New, Inclusive, Integrated Ethical Framework to guide the Transition to a Sustainable Future.

• Dr. Steve Rockefeller (M.Div. Union Theological Seminary & Ph.D. Columbia University) of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund chaired the Earth Charter Drafting Committee & is a Member of the Earth Charter Commission – so are Gorbachev & Strong.
The Ark of Hope is the Religious Symbol of Environmental Legalism

- It is Blasphemous Replica of the Ark of the Covenant.
- It contains the Earth Charter Document – which demands Nature has Equal Rights with Humans in the Name of Biodiversity.
- While never mentioning Population Control, the Earth Charter desires Human Reproduction be Sustainable with Nature.
- The Earth Charter’s Morality undertakes to eliminate all Forms of Discrimination – including Sexual Orientation.
- The Earth Charter places a Premium on the Multicultural Rights of the Native and/or Indigenous.
- The Ark of Hope also provides Refuge for the Temenos Books which are a Collection of Images & Words for Global Healing, Peace, & Gratitude.
- The Ark of Hope was exhibited at the UN during the World Summit PrepComII in January-February 2002.
- Organizations, Schools & Universities, Faith Communities, Museums & International Conferences have hosted the Ark of Hope since its Creation in 2001.
Environmental Legalism is a Deceitful Form of Lawlessness

- The Apostle Paul was considered Blameless & the Most Religious by His Generation (Gal 1:13-14; Phil 3:6).
- In Romans, Divine Objectivity Nailed Him with Covetousness & Murder (Rom 7:7-12; Acts 8:1; 9:1) – which was typical among the Pharisees (Matthew 23).
- While Environmentalists demand Ecological Asceticism from Others, Green Groups & their Leaders are Flush with Mountains of Cash & Ecological Hypocrisy.
- Many Rich People are Strong Environmentalists & Many Large Corporations are Heavily Involved in the Corporate Welfare that is the Green Economy.
- Environmental Policies directed against DDT leads to Millions of Malaria Related Deaths in Africa Every Year.
- Ethanol Mandates have made both Corn & Gas more expensive Worldwide & Corn is the Primary Staple of the Poor in many Third World Countries.
- Renewable Energy is dirtier than Natural Gas & Oil.
- Windmills are loaded with Oil & are Gigantic Bird & Bat Killers.
- The Solar Panel Complex in Death Valley is Vaporizing Large Numbers of Insects & Birds.
- Green Overpopulation Concerns reveals its Anti-Humanism that could easily lead to Genocide in the Future.
- After the Fallout of World War II, Western Eugenicists began trumpeting Overpopulation & laid the Foundations for our Abortion Culture.
- Green Rationing & Totalitarian Environmental Plans invariably leads to the stealing of Private Property.
- The Green Agenda can easily lead to Unjust Despotism & Warfare as Nations fight over artificially restricted Natural Resources.
Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860)  
Father of Modern Environmental Ethics & Guru of Animal Rights

- He Blamed the Jews & Genesis for Giving to Europe the Utilitarian Perspective on Nature.
- He wrote, “The fault lies with the Jewish view that regards the animal as something manufactured for man’s use. These are the effects of Genesis 1 and generally of the whole Jewish way of looking at nature.”
- In particular, he said, “We owe the animals not mercy but justice, and the debt often remains unpaid in Europe, the continent that is permeated with [Jews]... It is obviously high time in Europe that Jewish views on nature should be expelled from Europe.”
- Schopenhauer was Hitler’s Favorite Philosopher.
- In 1933, the Nazis passed a Progressive Animal Rights Law that even forbade Jewish Ritual Kosher Slaughter.
- Hitler’s Animal Rights Law was aimed directly at the Jews as the 1940 Infamous Propaganda Documentary “The Eternal Jew” makes so clear.
- As early as 1930 before an Animal Rights Conference in Munich, Dr. Hans Frank, who was Hitler’s Personal Attorney & later became the Governor General of Poland, warned, “The time will come for the salvation of animals from the perverse persecution of retarded subhumans.” This was his Follow-up to his Diatribe against Jewish Passover Ritual Slaughter Practices.
- There is no doubt that Schopenhauer’s Existentialist Prophecy played a Role in what later became known as the Holocaust.
- When Jews were stuffed in Cattle Cars, Strict Nazi Environmental Laws & Regulations about Animal Transport were Broken – the Police Battalions knew this.
- Nazi Hardness of Heart toward Jews & Slavs was a Natural Byproduct of their Biological Nature Based Social Darwinism.
Environmental Prophets & their godless Morality

- Australian Moral Philosopher, Dr. Peter Singer, Professor of Bioethics at Princeton said, “Christianity is our foe. If animal rights is to succeed, we must destroy the Judeo-Christian religious tradition.”

- David Graber, NPS Biologist, said, “Human happiness, and certainly human fecundity, is NOT as important as a wild & healthy planet: some of us can only hope for the right virus to come along.

- Prince Philip & Duke of Edinburgh, Patron of World Wildlife Fund said, “If I could be reincarnated, I would return as a killer virus to lower human population levels.”

- Charles, Prince of Wales, said, “The best of all mosques is nature herself.”

- Ted Turner, CNN Founder, Global Visionary, said, “A total population of 250-300 million people, a 95% decline from present levels, would be ideal.”
Environmentalism is a Profane Apocalyptic Movement

- The Global Warming Apocalypse is unmistakably a Form of Secular Millenarianism.
- Millenarianism is Secular Eschatology that profanes the Apocalypse into Various Forms of Worldly Catastrophes and/or Utopian Political Visions.
- Environmentalists prophets both the Dangers of an Ecological Apocalypse & yet also demands a Totalitarian Green Utopianism to prevent the Imminent Catastrophe.
- They believe a Green Millennium can be brought about through changing Government & Political Structures that can avert the Environmental Apocalypse.
- Many Environmentalists believe the Eschatological Nature of the Judeo-Christian Worldview is the Foundation for the Political Arrogance of Humanism & Industrial Progress.
- Environmentalists believe Political and/or Religious action is necessary to usher in a Green Utopia and/or stop Mother Nature’s Wrath against Man for daring to rise above her Natural Laws through Christianity & Humanism.
- The Blind Optimism/Utopianism of the Greens toward Future Hope is rooted in Judeo-Christian Eschatology.
- Yet Environmentalists place the Full Crushing Weight of their Apocalyptic Concerns & Eschatological Hope onto the Weaknesses of the Political & Financial Systems of the World.
- Environmentalists want to return back to a more Humble Circle of Life rooted in the Balance of Nature in order to stave off an Imminent Environmental Apocalypse.
Greens Have Many Other Apocalyptic Concerns Beyond Global Warming
How Green is the Apocalypse?

• The 4th Horseman of the Apocalypse is a “Green” or “Pale Green” Horse.
• The adjective χλωρός is used to describe the 4th Horseman - which is the Primary Greek Word for “Green” or “Pale Green.”
• χλωρός is clearly translated as “Green” in Revelation & Mark (Mark 6:39; Rev 8:7; 9:4).
• William Tyndale translated the 4th Horseman as a “Green Horse.”
• The Greek LXX often translates χλωρός from the Hebrew (qr,y<ô) to mean color “green” or “greenery” or “greenness” relative to plants (Gen 1:30; Ex 10:15; Job 39:8; Psalm 37:2; Isaiah 15:6).
• χλωρός also stands for the “greenery” of the field (Numbers 22:4; 2 Kings 19:26).
• When used as a Noun, χλωρός can mean “green plant” or “shrub” or even “bullrush, reed” (Gen 2:5; 2 Kings 19:26; Isaiah 19:7).
• In Psalm 37:2 (la,cana clo,hj) literally means the “vegetables of the green” or perhaps “garden variety greens.”
• When χλωρός is used with a negative particle, it is translated as “dry” or “withered” in the sense of “no green thing” (Isaiah 27:11).
• χλωρός is also translated from the Hebrew word (xl’ê) for “moist” or “fresh” (Ezk 17:24; 20:47) - which would mean “green” in Israel’s Semi-Desert Climate.
• It is from χλωρός that we get our Modern Term Chlorophyll - which is Clear or Transparent.
• Homer uses χλωρός to mean “Pale” relative to the Face because of Fear in the Illiad - which is why Commentators have translated it as “Pale” in Revelation 6:8.
• Likewise, Thucydides uses χλωρός to describe People stricken with the Plague.
The Pale Green Horse of the Apocalypse Has a Name - Death

- The Rider is named “Death” & “Hades” follows with the Rider – the only Horseman with a Name (Rev 6:8).
- The Rider is given a Mandate to have Authority over ¼ of the Earth.
- He is the only Horseman given a specified Amount of Totalitarian Power to Kill Mankind in 4 Different Ways:
  1) he will kill with the Sword.
  2) he will kill with Famine.
  3) he will kill with Pestilence.
  4) he will kill using Predatory Wild Animals against People who cannot defend themselves.
- The Other 3 Horsemen are limited to 3 Different Forms of Judgment combined (Rev 6:1-7):
  1) White Horse = Conquest
  2) Red Horse = War
  3) Black Horse = Inflation of Food Prices
Is there a Relationship Between Old Testament Baalism & the Green Horseman of the Apocalypse?

• As Israel approached the Promised Land, Moab Spoke to the Leaders of Midian, “This horde will lick up all that is around us, as the ox licks up the greeneries (ta. clwra.) of the field.” (Num 22:4 – Green Sustainability Concerns)

• King Balak of Moab then sent for Balaam, Prophet of Midian, to curse Israel for him because “they cover the surface of the land, and they are living opposite me.” (Num 22:5 – Balak was thus a Green Nimby!)

• Balaam was forbidden to Curse Israel since they were blessed (Num 22-24), but wanting to be paid by King Balak (2 Peter 2:15), he devised an Adulterous Scheme by introducing Baalism into Israel’s Camp since Balak & Moab were Baal Worshipers (Num 22:41; 23:1-5).

• In this way, God would have to judge Israel for their Idolatry – 24,000 died (Num 25).

• From this Time forward, Israel struggled with Baalism Time & Time again – especially during the Judges Period & Divided Kingdom Stage.

• 2 Kings 17 explains that Baalism is the Reason why Israel was carried away Captive into Assyria (2 Kings 17:7-23).

• Jeremiah 32 associates Baalism with the Destruction of Judah by the Hands of the Babylonians (Jer 32:28-35).

• Ezekiel Predicts the Babylonian Captivity because of Judah’s Idolatrous Nature Worship (Ezekiel 6:8-14).
### The Tyranny of Gentile Idol/Nature Worship vs. Israel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream (Daniel 2)</th>
<th>Daniel’s Dream (Daniel 7)</th>
<th>The Kingdoms Prophesied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold (Head)</td>
<td>Lion</td>
<td>Babylonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver (Breast &amp; Arms)</td>
<td>Bear</td>
<td>Medo-Persian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass (Belly &amp; Thighs)</td>
<td>Leopard</td>
<td>Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Legs)</td>
<td>Beast with Iron Teeth</td>
<td>Roman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prophecetic Gap**

- Iron & Clay (Feet) Ten Horns Antichrist
- Stone Son of Man Jesus Christ

**Nature Worship Invariably Deifies Man**
Nebuchadnezzar Spent 7 Years as a Mindless Brute for His Pride

- Nebuchadnezzar became increasingly Prideful of his Babylonian Sovereignty that God gave Him (Daniel 3-4).
- Nebuchadnezzar’s Tree Dream warned Him of His Pride (Daniel 4:10-27).
- God removed His Human Sanity for 7 Years as He was given the Mind of a Brute for his Transgression (Daniel 4:31-33).
- After 7 Years, God restored His Reason & His Kingdom (Daniel 4:34-37).
- Is it Possible, Nebuchadnezzar’s Time with the Beasts is a Historical Type for the 7 Year Great Tribulation that will be run by the Beastly Antichrist (Daniel 9:24-27; Rev 13:1-8)?
- In the Future Apocalypse, the Gentiles will lose their Sanity & Demand the False Worship of the Beast (Psalm 2; 2 Thess 2:8-12; Rev 17:1-2; 18:3).
- In Revelation 6:15-17 the “Earth-Dwellers” (Rev 8:13; 11:7-11; 13:1-14) hide themselves in the Caves & call out to the Mountains to Protect them from God’s Wrath.
- Revelation 6:15-17 quotes from the Book of Hosea that graphically depicts the Nature Worship of Baalism (Hosea 10:5-8; 4:11-13).
- Is it possible the Anti-Reason Romantic & Existentialist Movements that undergird Modern Environmentalism will help lay the Groundwork for the future Beastly Madness of the Apocalypse?
- After the Great Tribulation is over the Surviving Gentile Powers will receive their Sanity back & worship the Lord during the Millennium and the New Heavens & the New Earth (Daniel 7:11-14; Isa 11:1-10; Rev 20-22).
The Beastly-Mindless Character of the Apocalypse will be a Time of Great Lawlessness

- Psalm 2:1-3 depicts the Apocalyptic Kings as devising to break free from God’s Divine Fetters.
- 2 Thessalonians 2:7 speaks of the Mystery of Lawlessness & God removing His Restraints to usher in the Antichrist.
- The Antichrist is known as the Man of Lawlessness (2 Thess 2:3).
- Those enduring God’s judgment on the Earth will develop a Severe Case of Hardness of Heart (Rev 16:1-21).
- Romans 1:18-32 demonstrates how Natural Revelation and/or Nature hardens the Hearts of the Gentiles.
- Revelation 17:1-2 speaks of the “Earth Dweller’s” Drunken Stupor & Adulterous Relationship with the Great Harlot (Gaia?).
Hosea Relates Baalism with Hades & Revelation’s Earth Dwellers

- Being married to the Prostitute Gomer, Hosea Compares Israel’s Baalism to a Drunken Whore House of Death (Hos 1:2; 2:5, 8, 12-13; 4:11-19).
- Hosea 13 prophesies that Israel’s Baalism will not protect them “from the Hand of Sheol,” which is translated as the “hand of Hades” in 13:14 – Wild Beasts are in 13:7-8.
- Is the “Hand of Hades” the “Hand” of the 4th Horseman of the Apocalypse?
- Very often “Hand” means “Authority” or “Power” in the Bible.
- Revelation 6:15-16 loosely quotes from Hosea 10:8 where the “Earth Dwellers” call out to the Mountains to fall upon them to protect them from God’s Wrath at the breaking open of the 6th Seal – right after the 4th Horseman begins his Ride.
- In Hosea 10:1-7, Hosea prophesies that God will destroy Israel’s Idolatrous Nature Worship by using their Protector, the Assyrian Nature King, as the very Instrument of His Judgment.
- “Also the high places of Aven, the sin of Israel, will be destroyed; Thorn and thistle will grow on their altars, Then they will say to the mountains, "Cover us!" And to the hills, "Fall on us!" (Hos 10:8)
- The Idolatrous Mountain Worship & Spiritual Adultery in Hosea seems to be related to the Harlot of Revelation 17 under whose Dominion God’s People will be sacrificed (Rev 17:1-9).
NAZI OAKS
The Green Sacrifice of the Judeo-Christian Worldview in the Holocaust
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